FACT SHEET
NMO
NAVY MEDICINE ONLINE

NMO manages the reporting of individual medical and dental information for United States Navy personnel, which includes: military, civilians, contractors, and commanders.

NMO provides logistical reporting for U.S. Navy operational units via a web-based reporting interface that analyzes the U.S. Navy’s Authorized Allowance list and enables operational and medical commanders to make critical decisions.

It also provides case management tools to input and track waiver requests through its approval and disapproval processes. This improves a case manager’s productivity by enabling them to work multiple cases at once using a single application.

Key Features
- Tracks vaccination requirements and immunization shots
- Processes medical waiver requests for U.S. Navy and Marine Corps officer accession programs and enlistments
- Processes medical waiver requests for limited duty cases and basic training
- Streamlines monitoring and identifies bottlenecks

Key Benefits
- Serves as a key decision-making tool for commanders
- Identifies eligibility for Special Operations duty
- Helps determine medical and dental deployment readiness status
- Reduces errors and ensures necessary information is captured consistently